ANTICA TEXTURED

The graceful features of the Mediterranean
The Tilcor Antica finish offers the strength and graceful
feature of the Mediterranean tile. Its S-tile shape creates
superior durability for a lifetime of elegance. Tilcor Antica
Tile is available in a variety of color blends reminiscent
of the region, and provides the refined appearance of
traditional Mediterranean clay tile without the inherent
weight and cost.

All of Tilcor’s roofing products are fabricated from
Zincalume® protected steel. Tilcor’s textured finish provides
added protection by embedding natural stone granules
in an acrylic base-coat. A final clear acrylic over-glaze is
applied before being oven cured. This extremely durable
UV-resistant coating enables Tilcor roofing products to
withstand the harshest environments around the world.

Extensive research and development in the design process
ensures every Tilcor product is manufactured to the
highest quality with exceptional durability and strength.
The tile profiles and roofing accessories are engineered to
interlock and overlap to resist wind lifting and keep out the
harsh elements. At less than 150 lbs. / sq., a Tilcor roof
is a ‘Lightweight Roofing System’, so considerable cost
savings can be achieved during construction. The perfect
replacement for your old existing roof, a Tilcor roof lets you
improve the look and value of your home in a matter of
days.

Tilcor is ISO 9001 accredited. International test reports,
appraisals and field results confirm our products are 100%
waterproof, earthquake safe, fire resistant and able to
withstand hurricane-force winds of up to 120mph. A Tilcor
roof will not only safeguard your investment but will also
give you complete peace of mind because it’s backed by a
Tilcor warranty.
You will not find a more durable, versatile and attractive
roofing product on the world market that will surpass
Tilcor’s quality and affordability.
Minimum roof pitch: 3/12

ANTICA TEXTURED
Color Options

Provence

Turin

Milano

Firenze

Pisa

Naples
ANTICA TEXTURED SPECIFICATIONS
Length of Cover

47 7/8”

Width of Cover
Tiles / sq.

14 3/8”
21 pc / sq.

Weight / Tile

6.61 lbs.

Weight / sq.

132.28 lbs. / sq.

Minimum Roof Pitch

3/12

Black Iron
Colors in this brochure are as close to the original as modern printing process will allow.

LIFETIME / 50 YEAR TRANSFERABLE LIMITED WARRANTY
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